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1. Introduction ^
What is data, nothing but numbers. If we are not visualizing it to get a

better understanding of the world inside it, we are missing out on lots

of things. I.e. we can make some sense out of data as numbers, but

magic happens when you try to visualize it. It makes more sense and it

suddenly it becomes more perceivable.

We are sensual beings, we perceive things around us through our

senses. Sight, Sound, Smell, Taste and Touch. We can, to some extent,

distinguish things around us according to our senses. For data, Sound

and Sight seems to be the best options to represent it as it can be easily

transformed. And we mostly use Sight as a medium to perceive data

because probably we are accustomed to di�erentiating di�erent object

through this sense and also, though in lower level, we are also are

accustomed to perceiving things in higher dimensions through this

sense which comes in handy in multi variate data sets.

In this post we look into two of the most popular libraries for

visualization of data in Python and use them to make data talk,

through visualization:

1.1 Matplotlib

Matplotlib was made keeping MATLAB’s plotting style in mind, though

it also has an object oriented interface.

MATLAB style interface: You can use it by importing pyplot  from

matplotlib library and use MATLAB like functions.

When using this interface, methods will automatically select current

�gure and axes to show the plot in. It will be so (i.e. this current �gure

will be selected again and again for all your method calls) until you use

pyplot.show  method or until you execute your cell in IPython.

2. Object Oriented interface: You can use it like this:

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
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figure, axes = plt.subplots(2) # for 2 subplots

# Now you can configure your plot by using
# functions available for these objects.

It is low level library and you have total control over your plot.

1.2 Seaborn

Seaborn is a higher level library for visualization, made on top of

matplotlib. It is mainly used to make quick and attractive plots without

much hassle. Though seaborn tries to give some control over your plots

in a fancy way, but still you cannot get everything you desire from it.

For that you will have to use matplotlib’s functionality, which you can

use with seaborn too (as it is built on matplotlib).

2. Distribution Plots ^
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Distribution plots (or Probability plots ) tells us how one variable is

distributed. It gives us probability of �nding a variable in particular

range. I.e. if we were to randomly select a number from total range of a

variable, it gives us probabilities of this variable being in di�erent

ranges.

Distribution plots should be Normally  distributed, for better results.

This is one of the assumptions of all Linear models, i.e. Normality.

Normal distribution  looks like a medium hump on middle with light

tails.

Note: If TL;DR (Too Long; Don’t wanna Read), just read 
initial function used to plot the sub-topic plot and then 
read through Tips. You can easily navigate through tips 
using < and > buttons.

Photo by Daniel Leone on Unsplash
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Eg: here Tips #1 and plt.hist, below.

(: Tips #1 :) >

1) You can get away with using matplotlib.pyplot 's function's provided

parameters for your plots, in most cases. Do look into function's

parameters and their description.

2) All matplotlib 's functions and even seaborn 's functions returns all

components of your plot in a dictionary, list or object. From there also you

can change any property of your components (in matplotlib ’s language

Artist s).

Box Plots and Violin Plots are in Categorical Section.

Histograms and Kernel Density Estimate Plots (KDEs):

# Simple hist plot
_ = plt.hist(train_df['target'], bins=5, edgecolors='white')

# with seaborn
_ = sns.distplot(train_df['target'])
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(: Tips #2 :) < >

3) For giving some useful information with your plot or drawing attention

to something in plot you can mostly get away with either plt.text()  or

plt.annotate() .

4) Most necessary parameter for a plot is‘ label ’, and most necessary

methods for a plot are ‘ plt.xlabel ’, ‘ plt.ylabel ’, ‘ plt.title ’, and

‘ plt.legend ’.

A] To e�ectively convey your message you should remove all unwanted

distractions from your plot like right and top axis, and any other

unwanted structure in your plot.

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

_ = plt.hist(data, bins=10, color='lightblue',
             label=lbl, density=True, ec='white')
plt.legend()
plt.title("Target variable distribution", fontdict=
{'fontsize': 19,
          'fontweight':0.5 }, pad=15)
plt.xlabel("Target Bins")
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plt.ylabel("Probability");

. . .

Storytelling With Matplotlib (SWMat):

————————————-

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from SWMat.SWMat import SWMat

swm = SWMat(plt) # Initialize your plot

swm.hist(data, bins=10, highlight=[2, 9])
swm.title("Carefully looking at the dependent variable 

Storytelling with Matplotlib
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revealed 
           some problems that might occur!")
swm.text("Target is a bi-model dependent feature.\nIt 
          can be <prop fontsize='18' color='blue'> hard to 
          predict.<\prop>");

# Thats all! And look at your plot!!

3. Relational Plots ^

1) Normal Matplotlib, 2) Seaborn, 3) Matplotlib Power, 4) Storytelling With Matplotlib
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Relational plots are very useful in getting relationships between two or

more variables. These relationships can help us understand our data

more, and probably help us make new variables from existing

variables.

This is an important step in Data Exploration  and Feature

Engineering .

a) Line Plots

b) Scatter Plots

c) 2D-Histograms, Hex Plots and Contour Plots

d) Pair Plots

a) Line Plots: ^

Photo by Vincent van Zalinge on Unsplash
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Line Plots are useful for checking for linear relationship, and even

quadratic, exponential and all such relationships, between two

variables.

(: Tips #3 :) < >

5) You can give an aesthetic look to your plot just by using parameters

‘ color ’ / ‘ c ’, ‘ alpha ’ and ‘ edgecolors ’ / ‘ edgecolor ’.

6) Seaborn  has a parameter ‘ hue ’ in most of its plotting methods, which

you can use to show contrast between di�erent classes of a categorical

variable in those plots.

B] You should use lighter color for sub parts of plot which you do want in

plot but they are not the highlight of the point you want to make.

plt.plot('AveRooms', 'AveBedrms', data=data, 
         label="Average Bedrooms")

plt.legend() # To show label of y-axis variable inside plot
plt.title("Average Rooms vs Average Bedrooms")
plt.xlabel("Avg Rooms  ->")
plt.ylabel("Avg BedRooms  ->");
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You can also color code them manually like this:

plt.plot('AveRooms', 'AveBedrms', data=data, c='lightgreen')
plt.plot('AveRooms', 'AveBedrms', 
data=data[(data['AveRooms']>20)], 
         c='y', alpha=0.7)
plt.plot('AveRooms', 'AveBedrms', 
data=data[(data['AveRooms']>50)], 
         c='r', alpha=0.7)

plt.title("Average Rooms vs Average Bedrooms")
plt.xlabel("Avg Rooms  ->")
plt.ylabel("Avg BedRooms  ->");
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# with seaborn
_ = sns.lineplot(x='AveRooms', y='AveBedrms', data=train_df)

. . .
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Storytelling With Matplotlib (SWMat):

————————————-

swm = SWMat(plt)

swm.line_plot(data_x, data_y, line_labels=[line_lbl], 
highlight=0, 

label_points_after=60, xlabel=xlbl, 
point_label_dist=0.9,    

highlight_label_region_only=True)
swm.title("There are some possible outliers in 'AveRooms' 
and 
           'AveBedrms'!", ttype="title+")
swm.text("This may affect our results. We should\ncarefully
          look into these and <prop color='blue'>finda\n 
          possible resolution.<\prop>", 
          position="out-mid-right", fontsize=20, 
          btw_line_dist=2.2);

# 'point_label_dist' (to adjust distance between points' 
labels and 
# lines) in `.line_plot` method and 'btw_line_dist' (to 
adjust lines
# between two lines in text) in `.text` method are only used 
when
# result given by library is not what you want. Most of the 
times
# this library tries to give the right format, but still 
some
# mistakes can happen. I will try to make it fully automatic 
in 
# future.

Storytelling with Matplotlib
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b) Scatter Plots: ^

Not every relationship between two variables is linear, actually just a

few are. These variables too have some random component in it which

makes them almost linear, and other cases have a totally di�erent

relationship which we would have had hard time displaying with linear

plots.

Also, if we have lots of data points, scatter plot can come in handy to

check if most data points are concentrated in one region or not, are

there any outliers w.r.t. these two or three variables, etc.

We can plot scatter plot for two or three and even four variables if we

color code the fourth variable in 3D plot.

(: Tips #4 :) < >

7) You can set size of your plot(s) in two ways. Either you can import

figure  from matplotlib  and use method like: ‘ figure(figsize=

(width, height)) ’ {it will set this �gure size for current �gure} or you can

directly specify figsize  when using Object Oriented interface like this:

figure, plots = plt.subplots(rows, cols, figsize=(x,y)) .

C] You should be concise and to the point when you are trying to get a

message across with data.

1) Normal Matplotlib, 2) Seaborn, 3) Matplotlib Power, 4) Storytelling With Matplotlib
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from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

plt.scatter('AveRooms', 'AveBedrms', data=data, 
            edgecolors='w', linewidths=0.1)

plt.title("Scatter Plot of Average Rooms and Average 
Bedrooms")
plt.xlabel("Average Bedrooms  ->")
plt.ylabel("Average Rooms  ->");

# With Seaborn
from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

sns.scatterplot(x='AveRooms', y='AveBedrms', data=train_df, 
                label="Average Bedrooms");
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(: Tips 5 :) < >

8) In  .text  and  .annotate  methods there is a parameter bbox  which

takes a dictionary to set properties of box around the text. For bbox , you

can get away with pad , edgecolor , facecolor  and alpha  for almost

all cases.

9) In  .annotate  method there is a parameter for setting properties of an

arrow, which you will be able to set if you have set xytext  parameter, and

it is arrowprops . It takes a dictionary as an argument, and you can get

away with arrowstyle  and color .

10) You can use use matplotlib 's fill_between  or fill_betweenx  to

�ll with a color between two curves. This can come in handy to highlight

certain regions of a curve.

D] You should take your time thinking about how you should plot your

data and which particular plot will get your message across the most.
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from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

plt.scatter('AveRooms', 'AveBedrms', data=data)
plt.plot(train_df['AveRooms'], Y, linewidth=1, color='red', 
         linestyle='-', alpha=0.8)

plt.xlabel("Avg Rooms  ->")
plt.ylabel("Avg BedRooms  ->")

# Adding annotations:
plt.annotate("Possible outliers", xy=(144, 31), xytext=(160, 
34),
             arrowprops={'arrowstyle':'-[,widthB=4.0', 
'color': 
                         'black'},
             bbox={'pad':4, 'edgecolor':'orange', 
'facecolor': 
                   'orange', 'alpha':0.4})

plt.annotate("Regression Line", xy=(80, 12), xytext=(120, 
3),
             arrowprops={'arrowstyle':'->', 'color': 
'black', 
                         "connectionstyle":"arc3,rad=-0.2"},
             bbox={'pad':4, 'edgecolor':'orange', 
'facecolor': 
                   'orange', 'alpha':0.4});

. . .
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Storytelling With Matplotlib (SWMat):

————————————-

swm = SWMat(plt)
plt.scatter(x, y, edgecolors='w', linewidths=0.3)
swm.line_plot(x, Y, highlight=0, highlight_color="#000088", 
              alpha=0.7, line_labels=["Regression Line"])
swm.title("'AveBedrms' and 'AveRooms' are highly 
correlated!", 
          ttype="title+")
swm.text("Taking both of them in regressioin process\nmight 
not be 
          necessary. We can either\n<prop color='blue'>take 
one of 
          them</prop> or <prop color='blue'>take average.
</prop>",
          position='out-mid-right', btw_line_dist=5)
swm.axis(labels=["Average Rooms", "Average Bedrooms"])

# 'SWMat' has an `axis` method with which you can set some 
Axes
# properties such as 'labels', 'color', etc. directly.

Storytelling with Matplotlib

1) Normal Matplotlib, 2) Seaborn, 3) Matplotlib Power, 4) Storytelling With Matplotlib
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c) 2D-Histograms, Hex Plots and Contour Plots: ^

2D-Histograms and Hex Plots can be used to check relative density of

data at particular position.

Contour plots can be used to plot 3D data in 2D, or plot 4D data in 3D.

A contour line (or color strip in �lled contour) tells us location where

function has constant value. It makes us familiar with the whole

landscape of variables used in plotting. For example it can be used in

plotting cost function w.r.t. di�erent theta’s in Deep Learning. But to

make it you need a lot of data, to be accurate. As for plotting the whole

landscape you will need data for all points in that landscape. And if you

have a function for that landscape you can easily make these plots by

calculating values manually.

from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

plt.hist2d('MedInc', 'target', bins=40, data=train_df)
plt.xlabel('Median Income  ->')
plt.ylabel('Target  ->')
plt.suptitle("Median Income vs Target", fontsize=18);
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But there is no separate Hex plot/2D-Hist plot method in seaborn , you

can use jointplot  method’s kind  parameter for making a hex plot.

For more info look into Joint Plots on seaborn .

(: Tips #6 :) < >

11) A colorbar  needs a Mappable  object. Plots such as Contour ,

Scatter  and hist2d  gives them by default. There you can simply call

plt.colorbar()  and it will show a colorbar  beside your plot. For other

plots you can manually make a colorbar  if you want to. [One example in

‘Hist’ section of Jupyter Notebook provided.]

E] Always try to choose a simple plot which can be easily understood by the

masses.

# Hexbin Plot:
from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

plt.hexbin('MedInc', 'target', data=train_df, alpha=1.0, 
           cmap="inferno_r")

plt.margins(0)
plt.colorbar()
plt.xlabel('Median Income  ->')
plt.ylabel('Target  ->')
plt.suptitle("Median Income vs Target", fontsize=18);
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from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

plt.hist2d('MedInc', 'target', bins=40, data=train_df, 
           cmap='gist_heat_r') 
plt.colorbar()
plt.xlabel('Median Income  ->')
plt.ylabel('Target  ->')
plt.suptitle("Median Income vs Target", fontsize=18)

# Adding annotations:
plt.annotate("Most Blocks have low med.\nincome and lower 
target.", 
             xy=(5, 1.5), xytext=(10, 2),
             arrowprops={'arrowstyle': '->', 'color': 'k'},
             bbox={'facecolor': 'orange', 'pad':4, 'alpha': 
0.5, 
                   'edgecolor': 'orange'});
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Contour Plot: A contour plot is a way of visualizing 3D data on a 2D

plot. In matplotlib  there are two methods available,

namely  .contour  and  .contourf . The �rst one makes line contours

and the second one makes �lled contours. You can either pass an 2D

matrix of z-values or pass in two 2D arrays X, Y for x-values and

y-values and an 2D array for all corresponding z-values.

# For contour plot
from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

plt.contourf(Z, levels=30, cmap="gist_heat_r")
plt.colorbar()

plt.suptitle("Target Contour", fontsize=16)
plt.title("(with Medium Income and Population)", 
          position=(0.6, 1.03))
plt.xlabel("Medium Income  ->")
plt.ylabel("Population  ->")
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d) Pair Plots: ^

seaborn  provides a method pairplot  with which you can plot all

possible relational plots in one go. It can be used for quick view into

relationship between all variables in your data, and also distribution of

every variable.

_ = sns.pairplot(train_df)
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4. Categorical Plots ^
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Categorical plots are also necessary in Data Exploration step, as they

tells us about how di�erent classes of a variable are distributed in

dataset. If we have su�cient data, we can make conclusions o� these

plots for di�erent classes of that variable.

I have added Box Plot and Violin Plot here because of seaborn . In

seaborn  there are some parameters which you can use to use these

methods with di�erent categorical variables.

a) Bar Plot

b) Box Plot

c) Violin Plot

a) Bar Plot ^

Photo by Sharon McCutcheon on Unsplash
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Bar charts can be used to contrast between categories where their

heights represent some value speci�c to that category.

from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

plt.bar(np.sort(data.unique()), 
data.value_counts().sort_index(), 
        alpha=0.7) # You might need to sort; Be carefully 
with

# which values are being plotted with 
each 

# other.

plt.xlabel("Target  ->")
plt.ylabel("Frequency  ->");

(: Tips #7 :) < >

12) If you have patch or object whose property you want to change, given

in output of every matplotlib  and seaborn  functions, you can either

change it by using  .set  function passing property name as string and

property value to it, or you can directly use set function for that property
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like set_color , set_lw , etc.

F] There are nearly 8% men who are colorblind, nearly 1 in 10 and 0.5%

of women. But still you should look out for them. Orange-Blue  contrasts

works for most of them.

# Seaborn
from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

sns.barplot(np.sort(data.unique()),data.value_counts().sort_
index())

plt.xlabel("Target  ->")
plt.ylabel("Frequency  ->");

from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

plt.bar(np.sort(train_df['target_int'].unique()), 
        train_df['target_int'].value_counts().sort_index(), 
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        alpha=0.7, width=0.6)

plt.grid(True, alpha=0.3)
plt.xlabel("Target  ->", fontsize=14)
plt.ylabel("Frequency  ->", fontsize=14)
plt.title("Target Frequencies", fontsize=18)

# Remove top and left spines:
ax = plt.gca() # Get current axis (gca)
ax.spines['right'].set_visible(False)
ax.spines['top'].set_visible(False)

# Adding annotations:
counts = train_df['target_int'].value_counts().sort_index()
plt.annotate(str(counts[0]), xy=(0, counts[0]), 
             xytext=(0,counts[0]+400), ha = 'center',
             bbox={'boxstyle': 'round', 'pad': 0.5, 
'facecolor': 
                   'orange', 'edgecolor': 'orange', 'alpha': 
0.6},
             arrowprops=
{'arrowstyle':"wedge,tail_width=0.5", 
                         'alpha':0.6, 'color': 'orange'})
plt.annotate(str(counts[1]), xy=(1, counts[1]), 
             xytext=(1, counts[1]+400), ha = 'center',
             bbox={'boxstyle': 'round', 'pad': 0.5, 
'facecolor': 
                   'orange', 'edgecolor': 'orange', 'alpha': 
0.6},
             arrowprops=
{'arrowstyle':"wedge,tail_width=0.5", 
                         'alpha':0.6, 'color': 'orange'})
plt.annotate(str(counts[2]), xy=(2, counts[2]), 
             xytext=(2, counts[2]+400), ha = 'center',
             bbox={'boxstyle': 'round', 'pad': 0.5, 
'facecolor': 
                   'orange', 'edgecolor': 'orange', 'alpha': 
0.6},
             arrowprops=
{'arrowstyle':"wedge,tail_width=0.5", 
                         'alpha':0.6, 'color': 'orange'})
plt.annotate(str(counts[3]), xy=(3, counts[3]), 
             xytext=(3, counts[3]+400), ha = 'center',
             bbox={'boxstyle': 'round', 'pad': 0.5, 
'facecolor': 
                   'orange', 'edgecolor': 'orange', 'alpha': 
0.6},
             arrowprops=
{'arrowstyle':"wedge,tail_width=0.5", 
                         'alpha':0.6, 'color': 'orange'})
plt.annotate(str(counts[4]), xy=(4, counts[4]), 
             xytext=(4, counts[4]+400), ha = 'center',
             bbox={'boxstyle': 'round', 'pad': 0.5, 
'facecolor': 
                   'orange', 'edgecolor': 'orange', 'alpha': 
0.6},
             arrowprops=
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{'arrowstyle':"wedge,tail_width=0.5", 
                         'alpha':0.6, 'color': 'orange'})
plt.xticks(ticks=[0, 1, 2, 3, 4], labels=["0 - 1", "1 - 2", 
"2 - 3",      
           "3 - 4", "4 - 5"], fontsize=12)
plt.ylim([0, 9500]);

. . .

Storytelling With Matplotlib (SWMat):

————————————-

swm = SWMat(plt)

Storytelling with Matplotlib
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swm.bar(cats, heights, highlight={"cat": [-1]}, 
highlight_type=
        {"data_type": "incrementalDown"}, cat_labels=["0-1", 
"1-2",
        "2-3", "3-4", "4-5"], highlight_color={"cat_color":
        "#FF7700"}, annotate=True)
swm.axis(labels=["Target values", "Frequency"])
swm.title("About most expensive houses in California...")
swm.text("California is a sea-side state. As most\nexpensive 
houses 
         are at sea-side we\ncan easily predict these values 
if 
         we\nsomehow <prop color='blue'>combine 'Latitude' 
         and\n'Longitude' variables </prop>and separate 
sea\nside 
         houses from non-sea-side houses.",
         btw_text_dist=.1);

b) Box Plot ^

Box plot is a statistical version of distribution plot. It gives us range of

di�erent quartiles, mean, and extremas. Some possible use-case can be

that with it you can identify variables in which you can �nd outliers if

some points are way out of box-whisker’s range, or you can check for

skew in distribution by relative placement of middle box in plot.

from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(15, 7))

1) Normal Matplotlib, 2) Seaborn, 3) Matplotlib Power, 4) Storytelling With Matplotlib
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plt.boxplot(train_df['target'], vert=False)

plt.xlabel("<-  Target Values  ->")
plt.ylabel("Target");

# With Seaborn:
from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(15, 7))

sns.boxplot(train_df['MedInc']);

(: Tips #8 :) < >
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13) You can change x-limit, y-limit of your Axes  by using functions

plt.xlim , plt.ylim , ax.set_xlim , ax.set_ylim . You can also zoom

in and out of your plot by using plt.margings  or ax.margins  as

plt.margins(x=2, y=-3) .

14) You can use di�erent styles for your plots from plt.style.available

to give a di�erent look to your plot, and activate them as

plt.style.use(stylename) . Most used styles are 'fivethirtyeight'

and ggplot .

15) seaborn  and matplotlib  has many colormaps available which you

can use to set color in plots for continuous variables. You can look for them

here and here.

G] Highlight only the components of plot where you want your audience’s

attention, and those parts only.

from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(20, 7))

bp = plt.boxplot([x1, x2], vert=False, patch_artist=True,
              flierprops={'alpha':0.6, 'markersize': 6,
                   'markeredgecolor': '#555555','marker': 
'd',
                   'markerfacecolor': "#555555"}, 
              capprops={'color': '#555555', 'linewidth': 2},
              boxprops={'color': '#555555', 'linewidth': 2},
              whiskerprops={'color': '#555555', 'linewidth': 
2},
              medianprops={'color': '#555555', 'linewidth': 
2},
              meanprops={'color': '#555555', 'linewidth': 
2})

plt.grid(True, alpha=0.6)
plt.title("Box Plots", fontsize=18)
plt.xlabel("Values  ->", fontsize=14)
plt.ylabel("Features", fontsize=14)
plt.yticks(ticks=[1, 2], labels=['MedInc', 'Target'])
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bp['boxes'][0].set(facecolor='#727FFF')
bp['boxes'][1].set(facecolor="#97FF67")

# Adding Text:
plt.text(11, 1.5, "There are many potential\nOutliers with 
respect 
         to\nMedian Income", fontsize=18,
         bbox={'facecolor': 'orange', 'edgecolor': 'orange', 
               'alpha': 0.4, 'pad': 8});

. . .

Storytelling With Matplotlib (SWMat):

—————————————

swm = SWMat(plt)
bp = plt.boxplot([x1, x2], vert=False, patch_artist=True,
              flierprops={'alpha':0.6, 'markersize': 6,
                   'markeredgecolor': '#555555','marker': 
'd',
                   'markerfacecolor': "#555555"}, 
              capprops={'color': '#555555', 'linewidth': 2},

Storytelling with Matplotlib
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              boxprops={'color': '#555555', 'linewidth': 2},
              whiskerprops={'color': '#555555', 'linewidth': 
2},
              medianprops={'color': '#555555', 'linewidth': 
2},
              meanprops={'color': '#555555', 'linewidth': 
2})
plt.xlabel("Values  ->", fontsize=14)
plt.ylabel("Features", fontsize=14)
plt.yticks(ticks=[1, 2], labels=['MedInc', 'Target'])
bp['boxes'][0].set(facecolor='#727FFF')
bp['boxes'][1].set(facecolor="#97FF67");

swm.title("Many unusual outliers in 'MedInc' variable...")
swm.text(("It may be because of acquisition of sea side\n"
        "places by very wealthy people. This <prop 
           color='blue'>aquisition\n"
        "by many times greater earners</prop> and yet not 
much\n"
        "number has made box plot like 
this."),btw_line_dist=.15,    
         btw_text_dist=.01)

c) Violin Plot ^

Violin plot are extension of Box plot. It also has indicators of mean,

extremas, and possibly di�erent quartiles too. In addition to these it

also shows probability distribution of the variable, on both sides.

from matplotlib.pyplot import figure

1) Normal Matplotlib, 2) Seaborn, 3) Matplotlib Power, 4) Storytelling With Matplotlib
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figure(figsize=(10, 7))

plt.violinplot(train_df['target'])

plt.title("Target Violin Plot")
plt.ylabel("Target values  ->");

# With Seaborn
from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

sns.violinplot(train_df['target']);
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(: Tips #9 :) < >

16) You can draw vertical or horizontal lines inn plot by using functions

plt.axhline , plt.axvline , or ax.axline , ax.axvline .

H] Be a good storyteller, and convey your �ndings through a story in a way

that is easily understood by masses and gets the message across.

from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 7))

vp = plt.violinplot(train_df['target'], vert=False, 
showmeans=True, 
                     showmedians=True)

# Returns a dictionary with keys : ['bodies', 'cbars', 
'cmaxes', 
#                                   'cmeans', 'cmedians', 
'cmins']
# Using these we can tinker with our plot:
vp['bodies'][0].set_edgecolor("k")
vp['bodies'][0].set_linewidth(2)
vp['bodies'][0].set_alpha(1.0)
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vp['bodies'][0].set_zorder(10)

vp['cmeans'].set_linestyle(":")
vp['cmeans'].set_color("r")
vp['cmeans'].set_zorder(101)
vp['cmeans'].set_segments(np.array([[[2.06855817, 0.7], 
[2.06855817, 1.3]]]))

vp['cmedians'].set_linestyle("--")
vp['cmedians'].set_color("orange")
vp['cmedians'].set_zorder(100)
vp['cmedians'].set_segments(np.array([[[1.797, 0.7], [1.797, 
1.3]]]))

vp['cbars'].set_zorder(99)
vp['cbars'].set_color("k")
vp['cbars'].set_linewidth(0.5)

vp['cmaxes'].set_visible(False)
vp['cmins'].set_visible(False)

# Legend:
plt.legend(handles=[vp['bodies'][0], vp['cmeans'], 
vp['cmedians']], 
           labels=["Target", "Mean", "Median"], 
handlelength=5)
plt.title("Target Violin Plot")
plt.xlabel("Target")
plt.yticks([])
plt.grid(True, alpha=0.8)

# Adding Text
plt.text(x, y, f"({train_df['target'].median()}) Median",
         bbox={'facecolor':'orange', 'edgecolor': 'orange', 
'pad':4, 
               'alpha': 0.7}, zorder=12)
plt.text(x2, y2, f"Mean 
({np.round(train_df['target'].mean(),3)})",
         bbox={'facecolor':'red', 'edgecolor': 'red', 
'pad':4, 
               'alpha': 0.6}, zorder=11);
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. . .

Storytelling With Matplotlib (SWMat):

—————————————

TK Work in Progress...

Storytelling with Matplotlib
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5. Multiple Plots ^

1) Normal Matplotlib, 2) Seaborn, 3) Matplotlib Power, 4) Storytelling With Matplotlib

Photo by Ricardo Gomez Angel on Unsplash
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You can make as many plots as you need either by using plt.subplots

method or manually add Axes 's to �gure by specifying their box

coordinates, or by using plt.GridSpec()  method. I.e.

Either by using: fig, axess = plt.subplots(ncols=2, nrows=4)

and then you can draw in any one of these Axes 's by accessing

them as axess[col_num][row_rum] , and then use any of Axes

methods to draw in them.

Or by using plt.axes()  method giving list of four percent values

giving [left, bottom, width, height] of Axes  to make in figure .

For example: plt.axes([0.1, 0.1, 0.65, 0.65) .

Or by using plt.GridSpec()  method. As grid =

plt.GridSpec(n_row, n_col) . And now while making Axes  by

plt.subplot()  method you can use this grid  as an 2D array to

select how many and which grids to use for making current, one,

Axes . For example plt.subplot(grid[0,:])  will select whole

�rst row as one Axes . If you want you can leave some of them

too.

plt.figure(1, figsize=(10, 8))
plt.suptitle("Hist-Distribution", fontsize=18, y=1)

# Now lets make some axes in this figure
axScatter = plt.axes([0.1, 0.1, 0.65, 0.65]) 

# [left, bottom, width, height] in percent 
values
axHistx = plt.axes([0.1, 0.755, 0.65, 0.2])
axHisty = plt.axes([0.755, 0.1, 0.2, 0.65])

axHistx.set_xticks([])
axHistx.set_yticks([])
axHisty.set_xticks([])
axHisty.set_yticks([])
axHistx.set_frame_on(False)
axHisty.set_frame_on(False)
axScatter.set_xlabel("MedInc  ->")
axScatter.set_ylabel("Population  ->")

# Lets plot in these axes:
axScatter.scatter(x, y, edgecolors='w')
axHistx.hist(x, bins=30, ec='w', density=True, alpha=0.7)
axHisty.hist(y, bins=60, ec='w', density=True, alpha=0.7, 
             orientation='horizontal')

1.

2.

3.
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axHistx.set_ylabel("")

# Adding annotations:
axScatter.annotate("Probably an outlier", xy=(2.6, 35500), 
                   xytext=(7, 28000),
                   arrowprops={'arrowstyle':'->'}, 
                   bbox={'pad':4, 'facecolor':'orange', 
'alpha': 
                         0.4, 'edgecolor':'orange'});

(: Tips #10 :) < >

17) seaborn  has its own objects for grids/multiplots namely Facet

Grid , Pair Grid  and Joint Grid . They have some methods

like  .map ,  .map_diag ,  .map_upper ,  .map_lower  etc that you can look

into to draw plots in those locations only in 2D grid.

I] Read the book “Storytelling with data” by Cole N. Kna�ic. Its a great

read covering every aspect with examples by a well known Data

Communicator.
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from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
figure(figsize=(10, 8))

sns.jointplot(x, y);

6. Interactive Plots ^
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By default Interactive plotting in matplotlib  is turned o�. That means

that plot will be shown to you only after you have given your �nal plt

command or you used a command that triggers plt.draw  like

plt.show() . You can turn on interactive plotting by ion()  function

and turn it o� by ioff()  function. By turning it on every plt

function will trigger plt.draw .

In modern Jupyter Notebook/IPython world there is one magic

command to turn on Interactive/Animation feature in these notebooks,

and that is %matplotlib notebook  and to turn it o� you can use magic

command %matplotlib inline  before using any of your plt

functions.

matplotlib  works with a number of user interface toolkits (wxpython,

tkinter, qt4, gtk, and macosx) to show interactive plots. For these

interactive plots matplotlib  uses event 's and event

handler/manager ( fig.canvas.mpl_connect ) to capture some event by

Photo by Ricardo Gomez Angel on Unsplash
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mouse or keyboard.

This event manager is used to connect some in-built event-type-looker

to a custom function which will be evoked if that particular type of

event happens.

There are many events available like ‘ button_press_event’,

‘button_release_event’, ‘ draw_event’, ‘ resize_event’, ‘

�gure_enter_event’, etc. which you can connect to like

fig.canvas.mpl_connect(event_name, func) .

For above example if event_name  event happens, all related data to

that event will be sent to your function func  where you should have

coded something to use that data provided. This event data contains

information like x and y position, x and y data coordinates, weather

click was made inside Axes  or not, etc. if they are relevant for your

event type event_name .

%matplotlib notebook
# Example from matplotlib Docs

class LineBuilder:
def __init__(self, line):

        self.line = line
        self.xs = list(line.get_xdata())
        self.ys = list(line.get_ydata())
        self.cid = line.figure.\
                canvas.mpl_connect('button_press_event', 
self)

    def __call__(self, event):
        print('click', event)
        if event.inaxes!=self.line.axes: return
        self.xs.append(event.xdata)
        self.ys.append(event.ydata)
        self.line.set_data(self.xs, self.ys)
        self.line.figure.canvas.draw()

fig = plt.figure()
ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
ax.set_title('click to build line segments')
line, = ax.plot([0], [0])  # empty line
linebuilder = LineBuilder(line)

# It worked with a class because this class has a __call__
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# method.

7. Others ^

Random lines drawn using above code (by consecutive clicking)
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3D Plots

Geographical Plots

Word Cloud Plots

Animations

3D Plots: ^

3D plots of matplotlib  are not in usual lib. It is in mpl_toolkits  as

matplotlib  started with only 2D plots and later on it added 3D plots

in mpl_toolkits . You can import it as from mpl_toolkits import

mplot3d .

After importing you can make any Axes  3D axes by passing

projection='3d'  to any Axes  initializer/maker function.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Photo by rawpixel on Unsplash
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ax = plt.gca(projection='3d') # Initialize...

# Data for a three-dimensional line
zline = np.linspace(0, 15, 1000)
xline = np.sin(zline)
yline = np.cos(zline)
ax.plot3D(xline, yline, zline, 'gray')

# Data for three-dimensional scattered points
zdata = 15 * np.random.random(100)
xdata = np.sin(zdata) + 0.1 * np.random.randn(100)
ydata = np.cos(zdata) + 0.1 * np.random.randn(100)
ax.scatter3D(xdata, ydata, zdata, c=zdata, cmap='Greens');

(: Tips #11 :) < >

18) You can look at 3D plots interactively by running %matplotlib

notebook  before your plotting functions.

There are many 3D plots available like line , scatter , wireframe ,

surface  plot, contour , bar  etc and even subplot  is also available.

You can also write on these plots with text  function.

# This import registers the 3D projection, but is otherwise 
unused.
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D
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# setup the figure and axes
plt.figure(figsize=(8, 6))
ax = plt.gca(projection='3d')

ax.bar3d(x, y, bottom, width, depth, top, shade=True)
ax.set_title('Bar Plot')

Geographical Plots: ^

To plot Geographic plots with matplotlib  you will have to install

another package by matplotlib  called Basemap . It is not easy to

install, look for o�cial instructions here, or you can use conda

command if you have Anaconda installed: conda install -c conda-

forge basemap , or if these too doesn’t work for you look here

(speci�cally last comment).

from mpl_toolkits.basemap import Basemap

m = Basemap()
m.drawcoastlines()
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You can actually use most of matplotlib’s original functions here like

text , plot , annotate , bar , contour , hexbin  and even 3D plots

on these projections.

And its also has some functions related to geographic plots too like

streamplot , quiver  etc.

m = Basemap(projection='ortho', lat_0=0, lon_0=0)
# There are a lot of projections available. Choose one you 
want. m.drawmapboundary(fill_color='aqua')
m.fillcontinents(color='coral',lake_color='aqua')
m.drawcoastlines()

x, y = map(0, 0) # Converts lat, lon to plot's x, y 
coordinates.

m.plot(x, y, marker='D',color='m')
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# llcrnr: lower left corner; urcrnr: upper right corner
m = Basemap(llcrnrlon=-10.5, llcrnrlat=33, urcrnrlon=10., 
            urcrnrlat=46., resolution='l', 
projection='cass', 
            lat_0 = 39.5, lon_0 = 0.)
m.bluemarble()
m.drawcoastlines()

from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D

m = Basemap(llcrnrlon=-125, llcrnrlat=27, urcrnrlon=-113, 
             urcrnrlat=43, resolution='i')

fig = plt.figure(figsize=(20, 15))
ax = Axes3D(fig)

ax.set_axis_off()
ax.azim = 270 # Azimuth angle
ax.dist = 6   # Distance of eye-viewing point fro object 
point

ax.add_collection3d(m.drawcoastlines(linewidth=0.25))
ax.add_collection3d(m.drawcountries(linewidth=0.35))
ax.add_collection3d(m.drawstates(linewidth=0.30))

x, y = m(x, y)
ax.bar3d(x, y, np.zeros(len(x)), 30, 30, np.ones(len(x))/10,
         color=colors, alpha=0.8)
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Word Cloud Plot: ^

Word Clouds are used in Natural Language Processing (NLP), showing

words having most frequencies, having size depending on their

frequency, within some boundary which can be a cloud or not. It plots

relative frequency di�erence between words in data as relative size of

their font. It is also easy, most of the times, to get words with highest

frequencies just by looking at Word Clouds. But still it is an interesting

way to convey data as it is well perceived and easily understood.

There is a python package wordcloud  which you can install using pip

as pip install wordcloud .

You can �rst set some properties of WordCloud  (like setting a cloud

shape using mask  parameter, specifying max_words , specifying

stopwords  etc.) and then generate cloud with speci�ed properties for

given text data.

from wordcloud import WordCloud, STOPWORDS

# Create and generate a word cloud image:
wordcloud = WordCloud()\    # Use default properties
             .generate(text) 

‘Target’ distribution (red -> high) in California. [From above used California Dataset]
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# Display the generated image:
plt.imshow(wordcloud, interpolation='bilinear')
plt.axis("off")

from PIL import Image
mask = np.array(Image.open("jour.jpg")) # Searched 
"journalism 
                                        # black png" on 
google 
                                        # images...
stopwords = set(STOPWORDS)

wc = WordCloud(background_color="white", max_words=1000, 
mask=mask,
               stopwords=stopwords)

# Generate a wordcloud
wc.generate(text)

# show
plt.figure(figsize=[20,10])
plt.imshow(wc, interpolation='bilinear')
plt.axis("off")
plt.show()
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Animations: ^

You can easily make animations using matplotlib  using one of these

two classes:

FuncAnimatin : makes an animation by repeatedly calling a

function func .

ArtistAnimation : Animation using a �xed set of Artist  objects.

(: Tips #12 :) <

19) Always keep a reference to instance object Animation , otherwise it

will be garbage collected.

20) To save an animation to disk use one of Animation.save  or

Animation.to_html5_video  methods.

21) You can speed up/optimize your animation’s drawing by using

parameter blit  set to True . But if blit=True  you will have to return

an iterable of artists to be redrawn by init_func .

In FuncAnimation  you need to pass atleast current fig  and a function
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which will be called for each frame. Other than that you should also

look into parameters frames  (iterable, int, generator , None; source of

data to pass to func  and each frame of animation), init_func

(function used to draw a clear frame, otherwise �rst frame from

frames  is used), and blit  (weather to use blitting or not).

%matplotlib notebook

fig, ax = plt.subplots()
xdata, ydata = [], []
ln, = plt.plot([], [], 'ro')

def init():
    ax.set_xlim(0, 2*np.pi)
    ax.set_ylim(-1, 1)
    return ln,

def update(frame):
    xdata.append(frame)
    ydata.append(np.sin(frame))
    ln.set_data(xdata, ydata)
    return ln,
# Always keep reference to `Animation` obj
ani = FuncAnimation(fig, update, frames=np.linspace(0, 
2*np.pi,
                    128), init_func=init, blit=True)
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8. Further Reading ^

Storytelling With Data—Cole N. Kna�ic (Great book on how to

Communicate Data using graphs/charts by a well known Data

Communicator)

Python Data Science HandBook—Jake VanderPlas

Embedding Matplotlib Animations in Jupyter as Interactive

JavaScript Widgets—Louis Tiao

Generating WordClouds in Python—Duong Vu

Basemap Tutorial

9. References ^

Storytelling With Data—Cole N. Kna�ic (Great book on how to

Communicate Data using graphs/charts by a well known Data

Communicator)

Python Data Science HandBook—Jake VanderPlas

Embedding Matplotlib Animations in Jupyter as Interactive

JavaScript Widgets—Louis Tiao

Generating WordClouds in Python—Duong Vu

Matplotlib Tutorial: Python Plotting—Karlijn Willems

Basemap Tutorial

Matplotlib Docs

Matplotlib mplot3d Toolkit

Matplotlib—Interactive

Matplotlib—Animations

Seaborn Docs

Suggestions and reviews are welcome.
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